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Abstract

In recent times increasing emphasis has been given to the need for contemporary workers to be
highly-skilled, adaptable and flexible, able to readily apply existing knowledge and skills to new
situations, and prepared and capable of engaging in new learning as circumstances warrant.
Universities have been challenged in these circumstances to respond with 'work ready' graduates
and with curriculum and pedagogy that is more relevant to the workplace. One response from
universities has been to explore ways in which the workplace can be more effectively integrated
into the university experience through cooperative programs with industry.

The workplace is thus increasingly present as a learning reSOlll'ce and a site of learning in the
university sector. This paper explores the role of current literature on workplace learning in
infonning the implementation of workplace learning - either work placements, internships, or
activities drawing upon students' workplace experiences for learning. Drawing on the work of a
range of authors in this field, including Eraut (2004), Kemmis (2005) and Billett (2006), we
examine the nature of workplace learning and explore the challenges and possibilities of the
workplace as a site for learning. The convergence between work-related skills and knowledge, an:1
work-related personal dispositions is highlighted and pedagogical implications arising from this are
discussed.
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Introduction

We are told that the contemporary workforce needs to be highly~skilled, adaptable and flexible.
Such an 'adaptable, multi-skilled and flexible workforce', implies one which can quickly and
willingly apply existing knowledge and skills to new situations, and one which is prepared and
capable ofengaging in new learning as circumstances warrant. There are two related features of this
new vision of the contemporary worker: one is the need to continually learn and update skills,
presumably largely through experiences in the workplace; and the other is the need for a particular
attitude or disposition towards work.

For universities this presents particular challenges. There is a dual expectation that universities will
not only provide learners with work-ready knowledge and skill, but also with what may be called
the 'soft skills': the dispositions, personal qualities and ways of being in the world that allow them
to thrive and continue to learn (Barnett, 2006, p.SO).

With respect to 'work-ready' knowledge and skill universities have explored ways in which the
workplace can be more effectively integrated into the university experience. This typically occurs
through professional placements in say, architecture, cooperative education arrangements in
business and engineering, clinical placements in medicine and nursing, practicum experience in
teacher education, and in some instances, work-based learning awards where the work itself fonos
the basis of the curriculum. In addition, there is now a general acceptance of work-related projects
and learning contracts as valid pedagogical tools. The workplace is thus increasingly present as a
learning resource and a site oflearning in the university sector.
















